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DESIS-Lab Melbourne creates liminal, non-institutionalised spaces to connect, critique and play to foster a peer-to-peer learning companionship.

We care more about developing empathic relationships by going fishing, sharing a meal or working hands-on in our communities than fixing big issues through detached strategic thinking.

We try and foster courage to immerse in complexity and contradictions, because initiating or sustaining change is not that easy or pleasurable.

We aim to accompany the transitions in design from those that valued progress and commodification towards reciprocity and inter-relatedness, so we can co-explore how best to build resilience and capacity.

We hope to keep alive the questions of plurality, inclusivity and responsibility in design as we participate in continual change-making that happens across all layers from the local, place-based context to the scale of cities and regions.
We catalyse ways to discuss complex issues
We explore questions through workshops
We engage the public through events
We facilitate many projects
We build capability through teaching.
www.desis-lab.org
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